
MONTH CHAPTER/TOPIC LEARNING OUTCOME
ACTIVITY/PROJECT/

ASSIGNMENT

MODE OF TEACHING-LEARNING

(SYNCHRONOUS/

ASYNCHRONOUS)

PPT/VIDEOS
ASSESSMENT (ONLINE/

OFFLINE)
HOME BASED EXPERIMENT/ACTIVITY

MONTH 1

CHAPTER 1      

KNOWING OUR NUMBERS  

CHAPTER2:WHOLE NUMBERS

Students understands to read and write bigger numbers in Indian and 

International system.                            

Students understands and applies the properties of whole numbers to 

solve problems.

Get the context of large numbers from newspapers and ask 

the students to read the numbers.

Constructs the word problem based on the basic operations 

.
online .

Textbook                         

Newspapers                               

Chart                                                 

Video                                      

Boardwork 

Oral test  

  class test 

To make a large numbers chart     

Roman numeral chart upto 100

MONTH 2
CHAPTER 3/TOPIC: PLAYING 

WITH NUMBERS 

Students understands different  type of classification of numbers.                                                                      

They understand the concept of L.C.M. and H.C.F of  a number and its 

practical use.

 Use different divisibility rules to find factors of a number

To make a chart based on divisibility rule Factors tree chart

online .

Textbook                         

Newspapers                               

Chart                                                 

Video                                      

Boardwork 

Oral test  

  class test 

Factor tree chart                        

Divisibility rule chart 

Make eratosthenous  method with different colours to 

identify prime numbers and composite numbers.

MONTH 3

CHAPTER 4

BASIC GEOMETRICAL IDEAS 

CHAPTER-5

UNDERSTANDING 

ELEMENTORY SHAPES 

Understand the basics of geometry and defines them.

Visualise the geometrical ideas and explain the property 

understand the elementry shapes and define them.

conduct a game to show circle and its parts 

To measure the length,width,height of walls and students 

in cm

online .

Textbook                         

Newspapers                               

Chart                                                 

Video                                      

Boardwork 

Oral test  

  class test 

Make the shape by paper folding

Rectangle, Square, Rombus, Parellelogram 

                                                                             

Prepare a wall clock with cardboard .

MONTH 4

CHAPTER-6

INTEGERS 

CHAPTER-9

DATA HANDLING

CHAPTER-11

ALGEBRA

Learn the importance and necessity of integers to solve problems.

Visualises the numberline (integer) and uses that for operations.

Students learns why and how data should be organised .

Understand and express the unknown quantity in the form of variables 

equality and inequality.

Chart of showing integers on a number line.

Pictograph chart .

Giving a questionare to the students and they express their 

statements in mathematical form.

online .

Textbook                         

Newspapers                               

Chart                                                 

Video                                      

Boardwork 

Oral test  

  class test 

To make a mode of bargraph and circle graph .                       

                                                                   

Make some questionares and solve it in algebra form.

MONTH 5

CHAPTER-11

ALGEBRA

CHAPTER 13 

SYMMETRY

Express the word problems into algebric form and solves at initial level.

Students from word problems based on given expression in his own 

language.

Competent to justify the cemetry in shapes .

Skilled to draw the symmetrical shape and lines of cemetry.

Cut a paper and make any four shapes

pictograph charts. 

Find symmetry in the surrounding nature .

Paper folding activity.

online .

Textbook                         

Newspapers                               

Chart                                                 

Video                                      

Boardwork 

Oral test  

  class test 

List any four symmetrical objects from your home   

                                                            

Categorise the english alphabets wich have  horizontal lines 

of symmetry , vertical lines of symmetry and no lines of 

symmetry
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